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Abstract
In this study, the structural motifs that can be represented as combinations of small motifs such as
b-hairpins, S-, and Z-like b-sheets and bab-units, and the G-like module are described and analyzed. The G-module consists of connected elements of the b-strand-loop-b-strand type arranged
in space so that its overall fold resembles a clip or the Greek letter G. In proteins, the G-module
itself and the structural motifs containing it exhibit unique overall folds and have specific sequence
patterns of the key hydrophobic, hydrophilic and glycine residues. All this together enables us to
conclude that these structural motifs can fold independently of the remaining part of the molecule
and can act as nuclei and/or “ready-made” building blocks in protein folding.
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In this article, the G-modules including a-helices in the crossover loops

1 | INTRODUCTION

and the sequence patterns coding for them have been described and
Structural motifs of globular proteins can be defined as commonly

analyzed.

occurring folding units consisting of two or more elements of
secondary structure that are adjacent along the polypeptide chain

2 | METHODS

and are in close contact in three-dimensional space. While many
different structural motifs have been observed to recur within

The structural motifs containing the G-modules have been revealed as

proteins, only some of the motifs exhibit the definite handedness

a result of visual inspection and protein structure comparison of the

and a unique overall fold irrespective of whether they occur in

Protein Data Bank entries (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/) as well as

homologous or nonhomologous proteins.1–4 These structural motifs

protein structures described in the original articles. Protein structures

are of particular value since they can act as nuclei or “ready-made”

were visually examined using RasMol molecular graphics program.12

building blocks in protein folding or can be used as starting

Possible homologies were revealed by the Blast2Sequences program.13

structures in protein modeling.

Our databases of the u- and w-motifs9,10 have also been included. In

4–6

In this study, some structural motifs that can be represented as

total, >300 nonhomologous proteins were selected into the database

combinations of smaller modules are described and analyzed. A distinc-

and its extension is in progress. In many proteins, the structural motifs

tive feature of these motifs is the module consisting of connected ele-

including the G-modules of different types occur twice and more

ments of b-strand-loop-b-strand type in which the b-strands do not

times.

form H-bonds between each other similar to that in the split b-hairpin.
Its overall fold resembles a clip or the Greek letter G, so it will be

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

referred to here as the G-module. In proteins, the G-module clips
together the b-strands in b-hairpins, S- and Z-like b-sheets, and

In proteins, there are some variants of structural motifs in which the

bab-units making the obtained structural motifs more cooperative and

G-module clips together b-strands. Their structures can be represented

stable. Variants of the G-module were initially observed in the

as combinations of smaller motifs and G-modules. Figure 1A,F show a

w-motifs,7–9 u-motifs,10 and closed 3b-corners,11 but detailed structure

schematic representation of the combination of the S-like b-sheet and

and amino acid sequences of their crossover loops were not considered.

the G-module denoted here as the SG-motif and its example (region
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F I G U R E 1 Schematic representation (A–E) and examples from known proteins (F–J) of the structural motifs in which the G-modules clip
together b-strands. b-Strands are shown with arrows directed from the N- to the C-ends and a-helices as cylinders. The G-modules are
highlighted in gray. The examples were drawn with the RasMol program.12 See also the text

22–67 of 1JT8). Note that SG-motifs are included in all the OB-folds

and, consequently, their G-modules are left-turned. In contrast, all the

as their parts.14 A combination of the Z-like b-sheet and the G-module

G-modules having a-helices in the crossover loops are right-turned in

denoted here as the GZ-motif and its example (region 20–73 of 1EP3)

all the babG-combinations (Figure 1E,J) found in our database.

are shown in Figure 1B,G. Note that in proteins Z-like b-sheets are

Analysis of the database shows that all the G-modules having a-helices

often folded upon themselves to form the so-called 3b-corners, so the

in the crossover loops are also right-turned in all the structural motifs

3b-corners closed into cycles at the N-ends11 are the GZ-motifs too.
The u-motif (Figure 1D) can be represented as a combination of the
G-module and the b-hairpin (its example in Figure 1I is region 770–807
of 1VLE, chain S), and the split u-motif (Figure 1C) as a combination of
the G-module and two b-hairpins (its example in Figure 1H is region 22–
72 of 3U73, chain U). Figure 1E,J show a combination of the G-module
and the right-handed bab-unit and its example (region 24–83 of 1GH2).
This combination will be referred to here as the babG-motif (in our previous article,9 it was called the babw-combination). It should be noted that
the upper row of Figure 1A–E shows the motifs schematically as relatively flattened folds although the b-sheets and b-hairpins in real structures are usually twisted and coiled (see especially examples F, G, and I).
In our previous articles devoted to the u- and w-motifs,9,10 the
G-module was represented as a split b-hairpin in which the two edge
b-strands are connected by the crossover loop located above the central one or two b-strands or their extensions. In theory, there are the
right- and left-turned G-modules. When viewed from the crossover
loop, the polypeptide chain runs from the N- to the C-end in the clockwise direction in the right-turned G-modules (as in all the combinations
shown in Figure 1) and in anticlockwise direction in the left-turned
G-modules. Among 50 proteins containing u-motifs, only one protein
(PDB ID 1QME) has two left-handed u-motifs,10 although in combinations of w-motifs and bab-units 34% of the w-motifs are left-handed9

Ten superimposed examples of standard arches having
bbbaLb-conformations found in the G-modules of the SG-motifs.
The structures were superimposed using the Deep View/
Swiss-PDB Viewer program15 and drawn with the RasMol
program.12 These examples were taken from the set of the modules presented in Figure 4
FIGURE 2
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favorable than its packing against the opposite convex surface that
would result in a left-turned G-module. The other reason is that righthanded crossovers could be kinetically trapped during folding similar to
that in three-helix bundles.18
One more structural feature of such G-modules is that the connection region between the a-helix and the second b-strand has one
or more residues in the sterically constrained aL- or E-conformations.
Most often the connection regions contain standard arches having
bbbaLb-conformations19 (Figure 2), so the overall fold of such
G-modules can be described as b-strand-a-helix-arch-b-strand (Figure
3). Thus, it can be concluded that the G-module with an a-helix in the
crossover loop itself and its combinations with b-sheets and b-hairpins
exhibit the definite handedness and the unique overall folds, despite
their b-strands and a-helices being of different lengths, their connection regions differing in length and conformation and their sequences
lacking homology.
Apparently, the isolated G-module is not stable because its
b-strands do not interact between each other and its overall fold is not
compact. However, in combinations with the S- and Z-like b-sheets,
Ten G-modules found in GZ-motifs superimposed on
one another using Deep View/Swiss-PDB Viewer program.15 These
examples were taken from the set of modules shown in Figure 5

FIGURE 3

b-hairpins, and bab-units, the G-module fastens their b-strands like a
clip that results in formation of compact structures closed into cycles.
Such motifs closed into cycles are more cooperative and stable than
open ones and this may be one of the main reasons of high frequencies

presented in Figure 1. The predominance of right-handed form of the

of occurrence of the motifs in proteins.11,20 It seems very likely that at

G-module having an a-helix in the crossover loop as well as of other

the first step of folding the b-hairpins, S- and Z-like b-sheets, and

; however, finally it is a

bab-units are formed and then their b-strands are clipped together

result of the homochirality of L-amino acid residues in proteins. One of

with the G-module. At the next step of folding the obtained SG-, GZ-,

them is that the packing of the a-helix against the concave surface of

u-, and babG-motifs can act as nuclei and/or “ready-made” building

the twisted and coiled b-sheet in the right-turned G-module is more

blocks.

16–18

motifs is determined by several reasons

Structural alignment of amino acid sequences coding for the 17 representative G-modules found in the SG-motifs. Each column
is headed by a symbol, a, b, bP, and aL, showing the conformation of the residues in it; symbols b show inside b-residues pointed to the
hydrophobic core. The capital letters show the residues pointed into the hydrophobic core in both a-helical and b-structural regions as well
as in the arches. The bottom line represents the consensus sequence with O: preferably hydrophilics, ·: hydrophobics, and G: glycines. PDB
codes of proteins are listed on the left and residue numbers of the sequence regions are shown on the right

FIGURE 4
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Structural alignment of amino acid sequences coding for the 19 representative G-modules found in the GZ-motifs. Designations
are as in Figure 4

FIGURE 5

Structural alignment of amino acid sequences coding for the 7 representative G-modules found in the u-motifs Designations
are as in Figure 4

FIGURE 6

Structural alignment of the amino acid sequences coding for a

nonhomologous proteins. Figure 4 shows a structural alignment of the

given type of G-modules shows that they have very similar sequence

amino acid sequences coding for the G-modules in the SG-motifs. In

patterns for the key hydrophobic, hydrophilic, glycine and proline

this type of the G-modules, the crossover loop consists of an a-helix

residues irrespective of whether they occur in homologous or

being of different length, the bbbaLb-arch (see Figure 2) and a variable

FIGURE 7

Comparison of consensus sequences coding for G-modules in SG-, GZ-, and u-motifs
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region connecting them. The structural alignment was performed by

described above. In our database, there are >50 babG-motifs having

hand. Amino acid residues occupying the equivalent positions in the

a-helices in the crossover loops. In most cases, their crossover loops

G-modules and having the same conformations are arranged column-

do not contain the bbbPaLbP–arches. Therefore, their conformations

wise. Each column is headed by the symbol showing the conformation

and sequence patterns will be analyzed and described elsewhere.22

of the residues within it. As seen, the inside positions (b) whose side
chains are directed into the hydrophobic core are preferably occupied

4 | CONCLUSION

by hydrophobic residues and the outside positions (b) of the b-strands
are preferably occupied by hydrophilic ones that is in a good agree-

This article describes five structural motifs and each of them exhibits its

ment with the theory of secondary structure of proteins.21 The last

unique overall fold irrespective of whether it occurs in homologous or

b-residue of the first b-strand which is simultaneously the residue

nonhomologous proteins. In spite of these structural motifs have overall

forming the first H-bond within the a-helix has a hydrophilic, small or

folds different from one another; all of them involve very similar

proline side-chain (they are highlighted in grey in Figure 4) in most

G-modules. The G-modules clip together the b-strands in the b-sheets

examples. Note that this position is occupied by hydrophilic, small or

that results in formation of more cooperative and stable structural motifs

proline residues, but not bulky hydrophobic residues in most a-helices

and this may be the reason of high frequencies of occurrence of the

in proteins.3 However, the a-helices of the G-modules have at least

motifs in proteins. On the other hand, the structural motifs described

one hydrophobic residue per turn in the corresponding positions

here (GZ-, SG-, u-, and babG-motifs) have unique folds themselves and

directed to the hydrophobic core. A distinctive feature of the bbbaLb-

each of them can be a core around which the remainder of the protein

arches is that all their first b-positions are occupied by hydrophobic

molecule or domain can be folded.4,5,9–11 This hypothesis is also

residues and the aL-positions - by glycines in most cases. The sequence

supported by that these motifs have very similar sequence patterns of

pattern coding for the bbbaLb-arch in the G-modules is slightly differ-

the key hydrophobic, hydrophilic, glycine, and proline residues.

ent from that observed in other protein structures. Initially, the
bbbaLb-arch has been found in the loop regions connecting two
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hydrophobic. The side-chain of the fifth arch residue (which is also the
first residue of the second b-strand) is partially buried and can be both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic. The fourth aL- residue should be glycine
or a residue with a flexible side-chain. Prolines in the second or third
positions facilitate formation of the arch, but their presence is not necessary.19 A detailed analysis of the bbbaLb-arches found in the SGmotifs (Figure 4) as well as in GZ- and u-motifs (Figures 5 and 6) shows
that the fifth b-position (it is also the first position of the second
b-strand of the G-module) is preferably occupied by hydrophilic residues of which 45% are residues of aspartic acids (Ds). The side chains
of the second and third positions of the arches in the G-modules are
accessible to water molecules and therefore are preferably occupied by
hydrophilic residues. All this taken together enables us to suggest a
consensus sequence pattern for the G-module of this types (see bottom lines in Figures 4–6). It should be noted that open circles represent
positions preferably occupied by hydrophilic residues, closed circles—
preferably by hydrophobic residues. For the positions highlighted in
gray, the requirements are stronger and the residues in the first positions of the a-helices should be hydrophilic or small, in the first positions of the bbbaLb-arches—hydrophobic, in the aL-positions—glycines
or flexible, and in the fifth positions of the arches—hydrophilic.
Figure 7 represents the comparison of the consensus sequence
patterns. As seen, the main features of the sequences coding for the
G-modules found in the SG-, GZ-, and u-motifs are very similar,
although they are not homologous and their a-helices, b-strands, and
loops are of different length. It should be noted that the G-modules
found in babG-motifs (Figure 1E,J) are rather different from those
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